
Exam MSc Course Game Theory (191521800)
November 8r 2Ot2

All answers need to be motivated
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(a) Compute all Nash equilibria of this garne.

(b) \Yrite dorvn all conditions that define the correlated equilibria of this game, and give
an exarnple of a correlatecl ecluilibrium of th.is garne that is not a Nash equilibriurn.

(4 points) Give an algorithni (iri high level description) that cornputes a Nash equilib-
rirrnr in any given 2-player bimatrix game with payoff rnatrices A, B € Rmxn. Argne
why y'our algorithm is correct. Is it a polynomial tirne algorithm in the input size of
the problem?

fHint: You can use a liuear prograurmiug solver as a "black box" subroutine to cornpute
a solution of a system of linear inequalities, or decide that no snch solution exists.]

(5 points) Consider the Íbllorving three player cooperative game (ly', r,).

i1) {2} {3} {1,2} {1,3} {2, s} {1,2,3}
t,(s) ls 18 t2 2J

4.

(a) Is the ganle a convex ganre? Argue.

(b) Compute the core C(l/, tr), and express it as convex hull of its extlerne points. Is
it difl'erent from the \\'eber set?

(c) Cornpute the Shapley value @(h", u), and verifl' r,vhether ö(,n/, u) e C(1/, u).

(3 points) A rnan dies, leaving an estate of value 300.000. However, he also leaves three
creditors with clairns of 300.000, 200.000, and 100.000 respectively. How should the
estate be divided among the creditors? To arslver this question, model this situation
as a cooperative game and compute the nucleohn of this game.

(4 points) Consider a strictly convex crooperative game (Iy',u), that is,

z,(S u 7) + t'(,S n 7) > r,(.9) + z,(7) for all ,S,7 g li.

Recall the definition of marginal (payoff) vectors nt,o for a given permutation o oÍ l/1.
Show that, Íbr strictly convex games, all marginal vectors are different. That is. show
that if o I o' , then m" I *o' .

fHint: Consider any o I o'and consider the minimal À where o(k) + o'(A). Show that
mo,,. * mo' ,,-)

o\h') t dlf,/ l

points) Consider the (symrnetric) bimatrix game given bl

(A,B\-(1'4 15\
\r.1 0O )

5.

Lm.l,r,:u(o(l),...,o(i-t),o(;)) 
-u(o(l),...,o(i-1)) fori:1,...,n,an<l foranypermutationo



6. (3 points) For cooperative game (N,r), recall the deflnitiori of the dorniriation core

DC(lV,o) c 1(lr/,,r-r) as all efficient and individually rational payment vectors z that are

non-dominated. Show that the core is a subset of the domination core, that is,

C(l{,u) e DC(N,u).

7. (6 points) In the fbllowing stochastic game witli infinite horizon
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the players optimize their average rewards.

Why is tliis game irreducible?

The players 1 and 2 use stationary strategies f: ((;, à), (t)) and g : ((;, ;), (1))

respectively. Determine tlie value vector vo(f, g).

Is the strategy g optirnal Íbr player 2? Explain.

8. (3 points) Consider tr,vo flrms that compete Íbr the same market. Both firms have the
possibility to adopt Dirty or Clean production methods. A Dirty production \i'ay means

less production costs, a better prized product, and more profit. Howevet, firrns take a
risk when producing Dirty. In the lorig run, at a sudden rnornent, the public opinion rnay

turn against them, as the society's concern Íbr the future may prevail. That is, Dirty
firms will be banned in order to keep the world srstainable. The uet effect, possibly

through legislative rreasures, will be a bankruptcy of the firm, giving the other flrrn the
opportunity Íbr monopoly. All of this will occur with certain probabilities depending
on society's reaction.

It may be clear from the above setting that both flrms have a short-run incentive to
make enough profit, but on the other hand, they definitely want to survive in the long
run. NÍodel this as a non-zero sum stochastic game with four states. Namely, in state 1

both frrms are alive. In state 2 firm 1 is dead, while firm 2 is dead in state 3. In state 4,

both firms are gone. Choose yollr own direct rewards and transition probabiiities, and

rnotivate why these are reasonable.

9. (3 points)

(a) What is the definition of ari equilibrium point for non-zero surn discounted stochas-

tic games?

(b) Let ("!.,"?) be an equilibrium point of a discounted stochastic game. Prove that
componentwise v| (nl , "T > "b 

:: min*z maxnl utu(nt , n2) .

Total:36+4:40points
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